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Photo.1.
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is near

Ama-ike pond in 1935. Fishes were caught with

in the Ama-ike

landing

reservoir of Moriyama ward, Nagoya, Japan.

nets. There is little mud of bottom as

annual event.

2. Purpose of traditional reservoir drainage in Nagoya
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& Satoh, 1998).
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of an earthenware

accumulated

mortar.

(2) Processing

of

slime is difficult. (3) The fishhook etc. has

fallen and there is a problem in safety. (4) Once the
pond is drained, water will not collect until it rains. (5)
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4. Structure of the Ama-ike pond
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from the Japanese
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high-water
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channel, which is not soaked in water, was
for a flood below the 5-year probability.

Both the natural

stone pitching on the bank and the

grass pitching on the dug portions were stretched
the surface of the slope of the shore protection.
growth

place of the reed was

conservation,
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(3)
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on

(4) The

for nature

such as wild birds, and the nourishment
and plants
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sloping the soil surface by 1/10. (5) In order to attempt
continuity
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discuss

so that the water
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plans
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representatives
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function
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prior

was lost, the following four
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with

lower hole. (Fig. 1)
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of the Ama-ike

committee

In the present Ama-ike pond, since the agricultural

water might drain out when removing the plug of the

The section

to

commissions.

native

Fig. 1.

executive

participated

60cm after removing the plug of the upper hole and all

5. The drainage of the Ama-ike pond in 2010

in order

of two local school district liaison councils,
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a passage, a small
Two steps of drain
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of the
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(1) Promote breeding of the
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of the region
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investigating
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Sorting: The living entities scooped up by the dragnet
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in detail.

(4)

and the landing
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by drying

the

were sorted according to exotic fauna species and native

species

inhabiting

the water

quality

of the

species. (3) Measurement

bottom mud for a long time.
The working sequence of the drainage
as follows.

(1) Draining:

net were washed

Although

of reservoirs
the

plug

and

of the number and size for

every species: After weighing

is

in cold water

each fish and giving a

number for every species, we discussed the restrictive

was

weeks before the

measures

of the dominant

event, since the draining speed was 1cm every hour and

measures

of biodiversity. (4) Exhibition of the gathered

draining the entire pond would take four days, or 100

living

hours,

creatures

removed

prepared

and drainage

the

began three

displacement

was

adjusted

and

3 The drainage
dragnet
caught

of the Ama-ike

and the
fishes

etc..

landing

nets.

pond

and

left:

exhibited

and

sorting

living

the mode of life and the ecology of the

2010. Top left and right:

Washing

the

from the pond in a tank

pond to the public. (5) Protection

in October,

Bottom

Attendants

that were extracted

and explained

for the event date. There were few illegal

disposal items on the pond bottom. (2) Washing

Photo.

they

entities:

species and the promotion

People

activities.

of the native species:

who caught

Bottom

right:

fishes

by the

Display

of the

Until the water of the pond was recovered, the fish were
preserved

in a nearby pond in order to protect

until the beginning

them

of March so that they can return

spoiled the native habitat (BPRNEA, 2010). (Photo. 3)
Although

the fields of the Reed grass (Phragmites

communis) were the spawning places and as important

before the breeding season. (6) Discharge of the native

as the hiding places, marks

species: Return

the Common carps etc. were found in them. There were

the native

species

gathered

and all

of the vermin damage by

sorted species in the beginning of March in 2011 to the

very few kinds of water plants.

Ama-ike pond.

crab (Eriocheir japonica), which migrates

The

number

quenching

of participants

and sorting,

exterminated

fishes

was

and about

of foreign

about

1000,

were

the Ama-ike

pond is not isolated

about

environments

(BPRNEA, 2010).

420kg in total, and the details are as follows: a large
number of Largemouth

bass (26kg), the Bluegill (15kg),

many Topminnows

(Gambusia

Bullfrogs

catesbeiana),

(Rana

(Ctenopharyngodon
carps (Cyprinus

idellus)

two

(28kg),

Grass
many

carps

Common

carpio) (357kg), and three Red swamp

crawfishe

(Procambarus

protected

native

discharged

affinis), four American

clarkir).

species

Japanese

are

The details

of the

as follows: about

crucian carps (Carassius

cuvieri)

and many stone morokos, the common freshwater
(Rhinogobius
paucidens)

sp.) and

the

Lake

prawn

700

goby

(Palaemon

etc. As for exotic species, there were a few

Largemouth

bass and Bluegill, a lot of Common carps

around rivers

As a result of draining
and allowing

all water from the reservoir

the bottom

mud to dry the following

spring, both the transparency
nitrogen

content

of the water and the total

of the bottom

drying up the reservoir

from surrounding

helped

mud increased.
to restore

dry for three
eradicate

the

Japanese

ocelliatus kurumeus).
in purification

rose

bitterling

large and medium-sized
captured,
young

crucian carps were

it was recognized that there were few small

fish

predation

Japanese

and

the

reproduction

was

spoiled

by

(Rhodeus

of the pond. However, unless any other

measures are taken after dredging, the sediment might
soon accumulate

again

and

thereby

diminish

effectiveness of dredging (Okamoto & Kobayashi,

to completely

700

to

The dredging was fairly effective

Grass carps, which exceeded lm, were captured

in Nagoya. Although

its water

days was found to be insufficient

In order to prevent the foreign rose bitterling,

first time in the reservoirs

The

quality (Yoshida & Hotta, 1990). Allowing the pond to

and Topminnows were confirmed, and two large-sized
for the

mitten

and ponds from the sea, was found, thus showing that

The

500 visitors.

descent

One Japanese

drainage

dry

the

of the reservoir

sludge

by

the
1997).

we have

performing

the

for a long period. The mud

cannot be dried during spring. It is best to dry the mud
throughout

the winter beginning from autumn

(Shirai

et al., 2009).

of the large-sized fishes such as carp. Twenty

dead bodies of the Chinese pond musse (Sinanodonta
woodiana), a near threatened
common freshwater

species that is eating the

goby etc. in the sands, were found.

It was also found that

the deposition

of slime has

6. Conclusions
In order to make the biota of the Ama-ike pond rich,
the following three
above results.

proposals

(1) Sometimes,

are given based on the
thin out the large-sized

crucian carps. (2) Preserve

the Reed grass fields that

Drainage

Project, respectively.

bring up laying eggs and the fries. (3) It is necessary to
perform reservoir drainage periodically for protection of
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